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Abstract 

 

Chennai is the fourth largest Metropolitan Area in India with a population of 8.02 million as of 2015. The city Chennai is 

internally connected by road and rail networks. In Chennai, 3531 Metropolitan Transport Corporation buses are operating with 

an equal number (3500) of share autos in operation. The inability to provide the last mile connectivity by the public transport 

system has made the people to look for Para-transit system or Intermediate Public Transport (IPT) system for their day to day 

commuting.  Many literatures have shown that women are the users of public transit and IPT because of they have less access to 

private transport due to many reasons. Here in this research work a questionnaire survey has been conducted in two corridors of 

south Chennai to find out women passengers view on usage of share autos, problem they face and their safety while travelling 

preference for share autos. Women commuters in the working age group prefer share autos because of overcrowded bus service 

and the problems attached to it (harassment and robbery).  However, share autos also have some limitation in certain aspects like 

invasion of personal space by an unknown co male passenger, and travelling alone late evening and in poorly lit streets were the 

reasons for in secured feeling. To have a safe journey women prefer special buses for ladies during late evenings and have share 

autos driven by women only for women passengers. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Chennai is the fourth largest Metropolitan Area in India with a population of 8.02 million as of 2015. The city Chennai is 

internally connected by road and rail networks. The total length of the road network in Chennai is 2,780 Km. Road transportation 

which includes Metropolitan Transport Corporation (MTC) buses, taxis, maxi cabs, auto rickshaws, share autos and private 

automobiles are managed by public and private players. The rail network consists of Mass rapid transit system, suburban 

railways and Metro rail. In Chennai, 3531 MTC buses are operating and its scheduled km per day is 9.90 lakhs (MTC 2015). 

Buses are the most used services for the trip making. The rising demand of the trips, ever expanding city size and the failure of 

the public transport buses and rail services to cope up with demand  and the inability to provide the last mile connectivity has 

made the people to look for Para-transit system or Intermediate Public Transport (IPT) system for their day to day commuting. In 

Chennai as a whole there are 3500 illegal share autos. These share autos fill the gap left between the supply of buses and demand 

of the people.  

II. DEFINITION OF PARA-TRANSIT 

Literally, Para-transit means “alongside of” transit. Para-transit is urban passenger transportation service operating on public 

streets and highways in mixed traffic provided by private or public operators. It is an alternative mode of flexible passenger 

transportation. The significant features of Para-transit systems are their flexibility and door to door service. Moreover, Para-

transit service offers mobility especially for the trip makers who do not own or have access to private vehicles. These people 

entirely depend on public transport for the daily movements, but in many occasions public transport are unreliable and 

inadequate. For these reasons, they use Para-transit services for their daily movement. The goal of Para-transit services is to 

ensure that all people have access to transit to meet basic mobility needs.  

 Need for the Study 

People travel for work, education, and other purposes. Government and planners try to bring in many transport projects that 

connect people to their destination. But sometimes   goal last mile connectivity by public transit cannot be achieved due to many 

reasons like defective urban planning inappropriate land use,  inadequate road width, less patronage, etc,.. This is has led to 
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increase in private automobiles and IPT. Studies done worldwide have proved that women use IPT more than men (World Bank 

2013).   Para-transit which should serve as feeder service to public transit corridor sometimes competes with public transit 

vehicles. This has led to reckless and notorious driving, encroaching upon public transport parking spaces, bus stops, blocking 

lanes, picking and dropping passengers from the bus stops. Absence of planning for designated stand for IPT and other 

infrastructure facilities have created impact by means of less patronage on the Public transit system.  

Hence a study has been conducted on IPT- Share autos which run parallel to the MTC bus routes to find out travel 

characteristics of the women commuters, reasons for using share autos and the problems faced by the women commuters while 

using it.  

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Transport related issues such as access to jobs, markets, educational and social facilities play an important but 

underappreciatedrole in perpetuation women’s disadvantaged position in society. Existing transport system are not adequately 

geared towards the needs of women, they are gender biased. Access to motorized transport, is determined not only by economic 

means but also by cultural roles. Vehicle ownership particularly car ownership is associated with success, power and social 

status. Hence in lower income group and who do not have driving license women are more dependent on public transport than 

men (Taru Jain and Purnima Parida, 2014).  Being dependent on public transit or Intermediate para transit, how far is it safe? 

Many research have proved personal safety and avoidance of harassment are major concern for women in public transit (Sheila 

Mitra Sarkar,2013, World Bank, 2013,) Crime, fear of crime and being a victim to itself hinders the movement of women beyond 

certain timings.   Since most of the public transport buses are overcrowded, very difficult to board in with children and with an 

assurance of a set in IPT women always prefer IPT than bus when given a choice.  However, the situation in IPT is not bad as 

buses but still the problem persist. With the above knowledge gained from the literature this research work has been taken up to 

find out the level of safety of women passengers in IPT. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Based on the literatures reviewed on safety of women passenger in public transit, methodology was framed. It was decided to go 

for a primary survey at the locations within Chennai city where share autos ply in abundant, and run parallel to bus servicesto 

find out the role of share autos in full filling the demand   of the users.  Accordingly, two locations public transit interchange 

pointsin south Chennaiwere selected. One at the front of Guindy railway station, and corridor between Guindy to Adyar which is 

about 5.6 km and other one at the Maidhyakailash junction – Maidhya Kailash to Sozhinganallur corridor called IT corridor   a 

distance of 18.5 km. Four types of share autos are plying in these two corridors. Number of share autos in Guindy to Adyar 

corridor is around 87 and 70 in IT corridor.  

Guindy to Adyar to connects many educational Institutions and other offices, like Chellamal  Arts and Science College, Anna 

University, IITMadras,  CLRI,  Kendriya Vidyalaya, Highway Research Station, Tamil Nadu  Pollution Control Board etc.Many 

educational institutions and IT companies lie along IT Corridor.  

Questionnaire was designed to find out the demographic and socio economic characteristics of the commuter who were using 

share autos like, age and gender of the commuter, literacy level, occupation and purpose of the trip etc. The survey was done 

during morning and evening peak hours on a week day. From the questionnaire survey it was revealed that 73% are women 

commuters in Guindy to Adyar corridor and 60% in IT corridor.  Study done by Fumihiko Nakamura et al (2009) also 

highlighted that women passenger use Para-transit than male commuters. So around 70 women passengers were interviewed in 

both these corridors.  

Hence it was decided to find out the safety aspect of women commuters in these two transport corridors who are using share 

autos. Because number of literatures has shown that safety of women in public transport and public spaces in not adequate 

(Sheila Mitra Sarkar, 2013, Susan Handy 2013).Crime and fear of crime by itself is a hindrance for women growth economically 

and socially.  

V. ANALYSIS  

Once the questionnaire was designed to find out the level of safety of women passenger, 70 women were interviewed in both 

these corridors and the subsection below explains the details of women passengers as given in Table 1. 

From the table1 it is observed that  women  who are in working age group  ( 80-90%), with an undergraduate qualification 

(86%) and who do not own a vehicle (95%) are the ones who uses share autos in the both these corridors.  There is slight 

variation with respect the income category.  Majority of the users belonging to LIG (76%)use share auto in Guindy corridor, and 

in IT corridor (85%) of the MIG group commuters use share autos. This variation is due to usage of share auto by IT employees 

who are working in the IT corridor. Literatures have also proved that access to motorized transport, is determined not only by 

economic means but also by cultural roles (Deike Peters, 1999).  
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Table – 1 

Demographic and Socio Economic Characteristics of the Women Passengers 

Variables Guindy to Adyar ( in %) IT Corridor ( in %) 

Age 

Less than 20 years 

21 to 35 years 

35 to 58 years 

Greater than 58 years 

 

04 

80 

13 

03 

 

02 

90 

06 

02 

Income in Rs 

Less than 12,000 per month 

12,00 to 18,000 per month 

18,000 to 37, 000 per month 

37,000 to 67,000 per month 

 

- 

76 

17 

07 

 

- 

04 

85 

11 

Level of Education 

No formal education 

School level 

UG level 

PG level 

 

03 

03 

89 

05 

 

04 

02 

84 

10 

Occupation 

Student 

Employed 

Home maker 

Retired from service 

 

17 

73 

18 

- 

 

10 

85 

03 

02 

Vehicle owned 

Car 

Two wheeler 

Others 

No vehicle 

 

- 

03 

- 

97 

 

01 

07 

- 

92 

VI. PURPOSE OF THE TRIP AND EARLIER MODE OF TRAVEL  

Responses about the purpose of the trip, it was observed that 70 to 81% of the trips were work based trips followed by education 

(10-15%). So it is obvious that they used share autos on a day to day basis.  Respondents mentioned that they used bus earlier for 

commuting (83 and 86%) followed by Auto rickshaw (10%)   and now they have shifted to share autos.  

From the survey it was revealed that respondents mentioned that overcrowding in the bus (53 and 45%) was the main reason 

(World Bank 2013), followed by difficulty while travelling with children (10-15%) was the second reason to shift to share autos. 

Women also faces sexual harassment in the public bus in terms of touching, eve teasing,  stalking and fell as victim of robbery in 

the form of chain snatching, pick pocketing, hand bag opening, and mobile phone theft. These were the reason for choosing share 

autos as mode of commute  

 Commuter’s perception about safety while riding in share autos. 

 Personal insecurity while riding in share autos. 

Four kinds of common problems encountered by women passengers were identified from literatures; sexual harassment, robbery, 

drunken passengers and invasion of personal space. To the surprise of the investigators it was noticed that invasion of personal 

space was the mostly mentioned by the commuters to the order of 60 and 81% in both the corridors. This is due to the fact that 

most of the share autos were over crowded   by 150% (than the actual capacity). Situation of over crowd in the vehicle leads to 

touching a women with a bad intention by other gender in the pretext of movement of vehicle (World Bank 2013).When a 

women personal space in encroached upon by an un known person and that too of different gender, she feels restless (The World 

Bank 2013). The second reason cited by the women passengers were feeling in secured when ride alone in vehicle (14 and 21%) 

ie., at the starting or end of the journey  till other passenger  board in (Sheila et.al 2013 and Taru jain et al 2014, World Bank 

2013,). Robbery took up the third position accounting to 8 and 13% as shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1: 

 Location and time 

Once they revealed that they feel in-secured it was very curious to find out when and what time. Respondents mentioned that 

they felt in secured during  late evening or in dark locality (75 and 69%), followed during rush hours( 20 and 23%)  where there 

are more chances of robbery and pick pocketing and losing their valuables when the vehicle is overcrowded as shown in figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2: 

When women are alone and when the vehicle traverses a poorly lit street (68%) and streets where there are hardly people 

movements they feel in secured (20%) (TheWorld Bank, 2013).  

 Potential threat from co male passengers and reaction to it.  

To the surprise of the authors, it was learnt  from the survey results that  male commuters in the age group of 25 to 45 years were 

involved in harassment (65 and 54%) followed by older age group (27 and 38%) as shown in figure 3. 
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Fig. 3: 

 
Fig. 4: 

It was interesting to know from Figure 4 what kind of reactions women passenger take. Around 60% of the women passengers 

in both the corridors were silent, but stared at the offender. Women feel that one way of dealing is by deploying silence or 

ignoring the harassers, sometimes they are afraid to speak out, because they believe that only few would come for assistance 

(Sheila et al 2013).  Whereas 30% of the respondents reaction were immediate in the both the corridors. Their reactions were in 

the form of poking a sharp objects like keys, hair clip,(75%) a safety pin(20% ) and using nail (5%)against the offender (Taru 

Jain , 2014)as given in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5: 

 Respondents View for a safe travel 

This survey was done among the women commuters who travel regularly for work purpose.   Women who work in IT companies 

and in private organization do not have fixed working schedule. They sometimes work beyond 5pm, and some time till it gets 

dark. This is the time they become the victim of this kind of harassment and have an insecured feeling while travelling alone in 

share autos. Presence of drunken passengers is the most unpredictable and annoying. . Fear of victimization and crime are the 

most important concern for women when they travel with men in public transit. (Sheila Mitra Sarkar et.al 2013)When suggestion 

were asked with them,  they  requested for special buses for ladies during  late evenings ( more than 85%) as given in Figure 6 

which would also stop  at requested stops instead of designated bus stops. 

 
Fig. 6: 

Study done by Sheila et.al (2009) also confirms that there is a need for special bus exclusively for women during peak hours 

and late evening.  They also preferred to have service of share autos driven by women and only for women passengers (World 

Bank 2013).  

VII. FINDINGS FROM THE STUDY 

From the above study on safety of women passenger who are using share autos in Chennai the following   are the findings. 

 Public transit is the predominant mode used by women. In the absence of it they prefer Intermediate Public Transit (70%) 

because of ease of providing their last mile connectivity.   
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 Women are the one who have the least access to private vehicle owned by their family members among the low income and 

middle income group families.  

 Families belonging to low income (76%) and middle income group (85%) are the one who uses public transit.  

 Women commuters in the working age group (80%) prefer share autos because of overcrowded bus service and the 

problems attached to it (harassment and robbery).  

 From the two corridors surveyed invasion of personal space (65%) by an unknown co male passenger, robbery and 

travelling alone in share auto until the next passenger boards   were the reasons for insecured feeling.  

 Riding in share auto during late evening and in poorly lit streets (68%) and roads, and in localities where there are less 

pedestrian movement, women feel more scared of being a victim of crime.    

 Women always carry sharp objects or safety pins or have nails to show their immediate response to the offender. 

 To get rid of this kind of harassment they prefer to have special buses for ladies during late evenings (90%) which stop 

when requested for boarding and alighting.   

 Respondents also preferred to have share autos driven by women only for women (85%) passengers.  

VIII. SUGGESTION 

Travel pattern of men and women are different. Women takes up a journey of completing multi  task  like dropping kids, going 

to work on the way back  visiting elderly,  do  some shopping etc, Women generally travel shorter distance than men and 

particularly during off peak hours   Representation of the women in transport sector is almost nil. Voice of women in planning, 

scheduling, operation of buses and transit vehicles should be considered.  Along with safety audit there is a need to incorporate 

gender need analysis to find out the impact before project implementation. It reflects the gender relationship within the 

household and reorients towards people centered mobility needs. Transport related data to be gender wise disaggregated and 

analyzed through gender lenses so that the changing needs and aspiration of women and girls are responded. Women 

empowerment can be dealt by empowering women economically and socially, for which she should have the freedom to go out 

and come back safely.  
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